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Galaxy clusters 

• Largest gravitationally bound structures, ~1015 M⊙ and volumes ~100 
Mpc3 

• Dark matter, ~80% of mass 
• X-ray emitting plasma, ~0.1 to >10 keV, ~15% of mass — the 

intracluster medium, ICM 
• Stars and colder gas, ~3-5% 
• Most of the metals are in the ICM 
• Entropy budget and cooling times requires +1 keV/Baryon  
• Magnetic fields in the ICM can reach 0.1-1.0 𝜇G and Emag,total~1061 erg 
• The total magnetic energy is about that a powerful radio galaxy ejects 

in kinetic energy per “outburst”

How and when did the ICM come into place with its current characteristics 
and does its magnetic field strength give us a clue?



Evolution of the ICM  

What does the ICM look like today?



Perseus Cluster

 Intimate relation between the hot X-ray emitting gas and the radio emission with the 
warm ionized gas and molecular gas. Radio jets appear to balance the global cooling.

Fabian et al. & Taylor et al.; Lim et al. 2010



Warm and cold gas in clusters

 Within the region of the molecular gas deep in the core, the molecular gas is 
significant and likely formed recently … not long lived.

Olivares et al. 2019

A&A 631, A22 (2019)

Fig. 2. Logarithmically scaled H↵ flux maps from MUSE observations overlaid with contours from the CO(1-0) integrated intensity maps for three
new ALMA sources: Centaurus (left panel), RXCJ1539.5�8335 (middle panel), and Abell S1101 (right panel). The co-spatial and morphological
correlation between the warm ionized and cold molecular nebulae is clear in these maps. The CO(1-0) emission has been continuum-subtracted
and binned from �300 km s�1 to +300 km s�1. The ALMA beam is shown in the upper right corner of each panel. The CO(1-0) contours for
Centaurus are: 3�, 5�, 7�, for RXCJ1539.5�8335 are: 3�, 10�, 30�, 50�, 70�, etc., and for Abell S1101 are: 3�, 5�, 7�. In the panel showing
the data for Centaurus, the small green circle indicates the location of the highest surface brightness H↵ emission without any CO emission (see
text for details).

Centaurus. The continuum-subtracted CO(1-0) map distri-
bution of Centaurus (Fig. 2) reveals a filamentary emission that
spans over ⇠5.6 kpc (2800) and that is co-spatial with almost all
the brightest emission from the warm ionized nebula. However,
the correspondence is not perfect. The brightest nuclear region
in Centaurus (marked with a green circle in the Fig. 2) seen in
the warm ionized gas shows no detection of molecular emission.
This could be due to several factors: the molecular gas in the cen-
tral regions could have been highly excited, and not particularly
bright in the low J transitions of CO, or destroyed or expelled
by the AGN, leaving no molecular gas to emit. It is possible that
the molecular gas was consumed by star formation as a conse-
quence of positive feedback. Without information about other
transitions or evidence of recent star formation, we can only
speculate.

RXCJ1539.5�8335. In RXCJ1539.5�8335 the CO(1-0)
emission distribution appears to be complex and filamentary,
spanning along 48.8 kpc (3400) and matching morphologically
with the brightest warm ionized nebula from the H↵ MUSE
observations (see central panel of Fig. 2).

Abell S1101. The CO(1-0) integrated emission map of
Abell S1101 (Fig. 2) shows a filament that extends up to 14.4 kpc
(1300) in the south–north direction, which is also co-spatial with
the strongest line-emitting regions of the warm ionized nebula.

4.3. Total mass and mass distribution of the molecular gas
We fitted each CO line with one or two Gaussian profiles
extracted from a rectangular aperture encompassing all emission
with a significance �3� from the primary beam corrected data
cube. Values of (i) the integrated emission, S CO�⌫; (ii) the line
FWHM; (iii) the velocity o↵set relative to the systemic velocity
of the BCG, vo↵set; (iv) the peak emission flux density; (v) the
CO(1-0) line luminosity, LCO; (vi) molecular masses, Mmol; and
(vii) molecular surface densities, ⌃mol are all listed in Table 4.
The values therein were compared with the specflux task in
CASA, recovering similar values within about 10–30%. The
molecular gas masses for the three ALMA sources, Centau-
rus, RXJ1539.5 and Abell S1101, were calculated from the inte-
grated CO(1-0) intensity under the assumption of a Galactic
CO-to-H2 conversion factor, XCO, as,

Mmol = 1.05 ⇥ 104
XCO
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where XCO = 2⇥ 1020 cm�2 (K km s�1)�1 as is found for the
Milky Way disk (Solomon et al. 1987), DL is the luminos-
ity distance, and z is the redshift of the BCG. The major
uncertainty in the molecular mass comes from the conver-
sion factor, XCO, because the Galactic conversion factor is not
expected or observed to be universal (see, Bolatto et al. 2013;
Vantyghem et al. 2018, for reviews). The value of the conver-
sion factor depends on the metallicity and whether or not the CO
emission is optically thick. Similar CO-to-H2 conversion factors
have been used for the molecular mass calculation in previous
studies (e.g., McNamara et al. 2014; Russell et al. 2014, 2017a;
Tremblay et al. 2018). We compared the total fraction of molec-
ular gas lying inside filaments, that is, the gas within coherent
structures outside of the main nuclear peak of emission. The inte-
grated CO(1-0) intensity values used are those listed in Table 4.

In Centaurus, the main central gas peak accounts for ⇠50%
of the total molecular mass and has a molecular mass of
(4.9 ± 0.2)⇥ 107

M�. The southern filaments 1 and 2 con-
tain (3.0 ± 0.2)⇥ 107

M� and (1.5 ± 0.2)⇥ 107
M�, respectively,

resulting in a total molecular mass of ⇠9.4⇥ 107
M�. This is

close to the molecular mass found by Fabian et al. (2016),
⇠2.2⇥ 108

M�, which was based on 3.4� detection of CO(2-1)
emission and by assuming a flux density CO(2-1)/CO(1-0) ratio
of 3.2 (Braine & Combes 1992; see below).

In RXJ1539.5, the main central peak, with a total mass of
(97.2 ± 3.7)⇥ 108

M�, accounts for ⇠75% of the total molecular
mass. The western filament contains (8.6 ± 1.2)⇥ 108

M�. The
lump of the eastern filament contains (6.2 ± 1.3)⇥ 108

M�, and
the smaller filament to the N of the central components has
a molecular mass of (2.5 ± 1.2)⇥ 108

M�, resulting in a total
detected molecular gas mass of ⇠1.3⇥ 1010

M�.
For Abell S1101 the northern and southern clumps contain

similar amounts of molecular gas. For the northern and southern
clumps, we derived a molecular mass of (5.4 ± 1.4)⇥ 108

M�
and (5.5 ± 1.4)⇥ 108

M�, respectively. The mass of the eastern
clump is 0.28 ± 0.06⇥ 108

M�. Summing up all the mass esti-
mates, the total detected molecular mass is ⇠10.8⇥ 108

M� for
this source.
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Fig. 6. Left panel: ratio of hot mass (measured at the radius of the cold filaments) to total molecular mass. The equal ratio is indicated by a dashed
line. The lengths of the cold filaments, rcold, are given in the bottom left-hand corner in kiloparsecs. Right panel: mass deposition rate (measured
at rcold) against total molecular mass. The time required for the X-ray cooling to fuel the observed molecular gas mass is indicated by the dashed
lines for guidelines at 108 yr and 109 yr. The cooling times measured at rcold are indicated in the top left-hand corner.

Fig. 7. Deposition rate as a function of radius. The radial extent of
the filaments is indicated with crosses and color-coded for each source.
The deposition rate profiles are steeply increasing with the radii up to
roughly the length of the warm filaments.

extension of the filaments seen in the warm ionized gas, with
a variety of potentially important timescales and ICM proper-
ties: namely the entropy profiles K, the ratio of the cooling time
and free-fall time, tcool/t↵ , and the eddy turn-over time, tcool/teddy.
The ICM deprojected radial profiles, entropy, and derived cool-
ing times for 13 sources of the current sample were taken from
ACCEPT catalog (Archive of Chandra Cluster Entropy Profile
Tables)2. We note that the accuracy in central thermodynami-

2 https://web.pa.msu.edu/astro/MC2/accept/

cal properties of the X-ray emitting gas is limited by the resolu-
tion given by the spatial bin used in the analysis of the Chandra

observations, which is determined by the S/N required to per-
form spectral analysis. We therefore excluded the central bin in
the present study (see Fig. A.3).

The entropy profiles were calculated using the relation, K =

kTXn
�2/3
e , where ne and TX are the electron density and the tem-

perature of the X-ray emitting gas, respectively. The inner entropy
profiles were fitted with two forms. The inner part of the profiles
were fitted with a power-law, K / r

↵, with ↵ varying between
0.65 and 0.9 (K / r

2/3 Panagoulia et al. 2013; Babyk et al. 2018)
in the inner region (Voit et al. 2015, 2017; Babyk et al. 2018;
Werner et al. 2019). For the outer zone, the profiles were fitted
with a standard cluster entropy profile scaling as K / r

�, with �
ranging 1.1–1.2 (Voit et al. 2015; Babyk et al. 2018).

We also compare the deprojected cooling time, tcool, with the
free-fall time, t↵ . The cooling and free-fall times were then com-
puted as follows:

tcool =
3knTX

2nenH⇤(Z,T )
, (3)

where n is the total number density (2.3nH for a fully ionized
plasma), and ne and nH are the electron and proton densities,
respectively. ⇤(T,Z) is the cooling function for a given tempera-
ture, T , and metal abundance, Z. The values of the cooling func-
tion were calculated using the flux of the best-fit spectral model
(see Cavagnolo et al. 2009 for more details):

t↵ =

s
2r

g
, (4)

where g is the acceleration due to gravity derived from the
total mass of the cluster. The mass profiles contain two com-
ponents: a Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) component, MNFW =

4⇡⇢0r
3
s

⇣
ln

rs+r

rs
� r/(r + rs)

⌘
, to account for the majority of the

cluster mass on large scales, and an isothermal sphere to account
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Simulations of the evolution of B-field energy density

Xu et al. 2010; Beck 2015

2156 XU ET AL. Vol. 725

Figure 5. Projected magnetic energy density of runs A to F at different redshifts. Each image is 8 Mpc on a side and centered at the cluster center. The projected
results are obtained by integrating 8.0 Mpc centered at the cluster center along lines perpendicular to the observed plane. The color range is from 1.0 ! 108 (blue) to
1.0 ! 1012 (red) erg cm"2.
(A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.)

field distribution in the ICM shows signs of saturation. Note
that the cluster is continuously growing in mass and undergoing
minor mergers (albeit slowly). Here we consider that magnetic
fields have reached a “saturated” state when they have stopped
growing (or have very slow growth) both in their total energy
(see Figure 7 in the next subsection) and spatial distribution.
The detailed physical processes of saturation, however, deserve
a more careful evaluation, which will be presented in a future
publication. Though expanding with different rates at early time,
magnetic field distributions of runs B, C, and D are quite similar
at z = 0. It seems that they are all saturated at z = 0, and
this saturation level is determined more by the ICM properties
than the initial magnetic field strength. For runs E and F, the
magnetized regions are significantly smaller than the stronger
injection energy cases, and the strength of projected magnetic

fields is weaker. Their magnetic fields have more difficulty
expanding in the ICM at the early time due to their weak initial
magnetic pressure. This leads to a much smaller cross section for
the mergers, and consequently less chance of being brought to
the other parts of the cluster and to be amplified. They continue
to expand to a much larger volume from z = 0.5 to z = 0, and
don’t clearly show indication of being saturated.

For an AGN injected at z = 2, which injects magnetic fields
about 1 Gyr later, the magnetic fields are also spread throughout
the whole cluster. Though the initial magnetic fields are injected
at a different places, and with larger energy, the field distribution
at z = 0 is very similar to runs C and E. For the run with
injection at z = 1, magnetic fields still spread out of the cluster
center, but are distributed in a much smaller area. This is because
the injected magnetic fields miss the most active period of the

8 x 8 Mpc, mergers and random ICM motions spread field 
from AGN  

108 erg cm-2

1012 erg cm-2
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Figure 1. Radial variation of the energy densities in IC 342, determined from observations of synchrotron
and thermal radio continuum and the CO and H I line emissions: magnetic energy density of the total field
B2

tot/8p (black triangles), identical to that of total cosmic rays; magnetic energy density of the ordered field
B2

ord/8p (green triangles); kinetic energy density of the turbulent neutral gas Eturb = 0.5 rn vturb
2 (blue

squares), assuming a turbulent velocity vturb = 10 km/s, taken from the average velocity dispersion of the
HI gas; and thermal energy density of the warm ionized gas Eth = 1.5 ne k Te (red circles), where ne is the
average thermal electron density and Te is the electron temperature (Te ⇡ 104 K). The error bars include
only errors due to rms noise in the images from which the energy densities are derived. No systematic
errors are included, e.g. those imposed by a radial variation of thermal gas temperature, filling factor or
turbulent gas velocity, nor errors due to deviations from the equipartition assumption. At the distance of
3.5 Mpc, 1 arcmin corresponds to 1.0 kpc (from [40]).

over five orders of magnitude [43], is slightly super-linear in log-log scale with an exponent of 1.09 ± 0.05
[44] (Fig. 2). The exponent of the non-thermal (synchrotron)–IR correlation must be steeper because the
correlation between radio thermal and IR luminosities is linear [45] because UV photons ionize the gas
and heat the warm dust. The exponent of the radio–IR correlation for thermal-corrected synchrotron
luminosities is 1.33 ± 0.10 [45]. The equipartition model [46] relates total (mostly turbulent) magnetic
fields, cosmic rays, gas density, and star formation, and is able to explain the super-linear synchrotron–IR
correlation. 3

4.3. How do magnetic field strengths derived from the equipartition assumption compare with those from other
methods?

The Faraday rotation measure (RM) is a signature of the regular field Breg,k along the line of sight
and can be used to constrain the total field strength in galaxies. For example, |RM| '100 rad/m2 in
the magnetic arms of the spiral galaxy NGC 6946 yields Breg ' 8 µG for a typical electron density of
ne ' 0.03 cm�3, a pathlength of 1 kpc, and an inclination of the galaxy’s disk of 30� [48]. A degree of

3 If the IR emission emerges mostly from the cool dust that is heated by the general interstellar radiation field, the exponent of the
correlation can be smaller than 1 [47].

IC 342
Eturb =

3
2

ρneutralv2

Emag,tot =
B2

tot

8π

Ethermal,WIM =
3
2

nekTe

Eordered,tot =
B2

ord

8π

~1-10 𝜇G



Starburst galaxies eject B-fields

Dahlem, Petr, Lehnert, Heckman, & Ehle1997
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Fig. 1. Optical R-band image of NGC 4666. North is to the top, East
to the left; the displayed field of view is 5.!1 ! 5.!4 (39.0 kpc ! 41.3
kpc).

NGC 4631 (Hubble type SB(s)d) has an EQW of 39 Å. From
our own data we measure an even higher EQW for NGC 4666
of 44 Å. One of the brightest H!+N [ii] emitters in NGC 4666
is a giant extragalactic H ii region (GEHR; Kennicutt 1984)
about 1.!6 south-west of the centre of NGC 4666, which will
be discussed in more detail below. The half light radius of H!
emission is 27!! ± 2.!!5 (3.5 ± 0.35 kpc).

In the halo the most extended optical emission line filaments,
which form an “X”-shaped structure (cf. the plates in Lehnert
& Heckman 1996), reach out to z-distances above the plane of
up to ! 7.5 kpc at a surface brightness of ! 5 " 10"17 ergs
s"1 cm"2 arcsec"2. Above the luminous GEHR south-west of
the centre an emission line filament with a length of ! 2.4 kpc
is visible, which appears to root in that H ii region and thereby
indicates that warm ionized gas exists in the halo of NGC 4666,
with a direct connection to the activity in the underlying disk.
Part of the line emission in the halo might be diffuse.

3.3. Excitation conditions of the emission line gas

The spatial information in the long-slit spectra allows us to deter-
mine the emission line properties as a function of height above
the disk along the minor axis. There are pronounced spatial vari-
ations in the widths, velocities and emission line ratios along the
minor axis of NGC 4666 (Figs. 3 and 4). The emission line ratios
of O [i]"6300/H!, N [ii]"6583/H!, S [ii]""6716, 6731/H!,
and O [iii]"5007/H# all increase with projected height above
the mid-plane of NGC 4666. With the exception of O [i]/H!,
the run of emission line ratio with projected height for all these
lines goes in approximately the same way. The line ratios have
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Fig. 2. Continuum-subtracted narrow-band H!+N [ii] image of
NGC 4666. The orientation and the field of view are identical to Fig. 1.

a maximum at the nucleus, minima in areas where the line of
sight cuts through the disk with its H ii regions (# 20!! from
the major axis), rising rapidly again with increasing z-distance
beyond the disk of NGC 4666. At z-distances of 40!! to 60!! (5
to 7.5 kpc) away from the major axis the ratios reach their max-
imal values. At the position of the nucleus the O [iii]"5007/H#
line ratio is not well determined due to underlying absorption.

3.4. Kinematics of the emission line gas

The line widths and the recession velocities in the spectra also
reveal interesting structure (Fig. 4). We measure a velocity gra-
dient of the emission line gas of about 100 km s"1 over the
±6.5 kpc range along the minor axis over which H! and N [ii]
emission was detected. This is a clear kinematic signature of an
outflow that is viewed close to (but not exactly) edge-on, as first
found in M 82 by Lynds & Sandage (1963).

The line widths have a run of width versus height above
the plane which is similar to the run of line ratios versus height
above the plane (Fig. 3). That is, there are broad lines on the
nucleus ($180 km s"1), which then narrow over the next 10!! to
20!! (to$ 80 km s"1), and subsequently broaden again, reaching
a maximum FWHM ! 180 km s"1 at heights of about 40!!

(5 kpc). This plot shows that, based on emission line widths,
the same three spatial regimes can be distinguished that were
already identified through the observed line ratios: the nuclear
region, the regime where the line of sight cuts through the disk,
and the halo.
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Fig. 6. Cuts through the radio maps of NGC 4666 along the minor axis
(PA = 131!). The width (parallel to the major axis) of the cuts is 40
pixels (160""), the length along the minor axis is 80"" (±5 kpc from
the disk plane). 4.89 GHz data (solid line), 1.43 GHz (dashed line),
and the beam (bold line) are displayed. The dotted line illustrates the
instrumental profile for an infinitesimally thin disk inclined at an angle
of 85!.

Within the halo one elongated feature (which we will call
a “spur”) of radio emission is discernible almost exactly 40!!

west of the centre. In the contour representation of both maps in
Fig. 5 it shows up as an outward bending of all contours up to
very high levels of surface brightness. This spur foots in a part
of the disk where the highest number of H ii regions is seen in
H!, thereby suggesting a connection between disk activity and
halo properties.

3.6. Radio total flux measurements and integral spectral index

From our 4.89 GHz map we calculate a total flux of NGC 4666
of 155 ± 7 mJy. The contribution of the weak point source at
!, "(2000) = 12h 45m 02.s26,!00" 28! 18.!!9 ± 0.!!5, west of
the galaxy disk is insignificant (" 0.4 mJy), but was taken into
account. With a shortest spacing of 35 m (0.58 k#) we can be sure
that the full flux was observed and the above measurement of 155
mJy is in agreement with the value of S4.75GHz = 157.3 ± 4.3
mJy obtained by SVK with the Effelsberg 100-m single dish.

Using the same region for the total flux measurement as
for the 4.89 GHz data, we measure a total 1.43 GHz flux of
NGC 4666 of 408 ± 20 mJy. SVK measured the total radio
continuum flux of NGC 4666 at three frequencies, 0.33 GHz,
1.47 GHz, and 4.75 GHz. Our 4.89 GHz flux measurement is
in agreement with their value. At 1.43 GHz, however, we find a
slightly higher flux than SVK (who obtained 376.3±18.8 mJy),
probably because our map is much more sensitive so that we are
picking up more extended emission from the outer parts of the
halo. Thus, the integral spectral index following from our data
of !̄1.43

4.89 = !0.79 ± 0.06 is marginally steeper than, but still
compatible with, the value published by SVK (–0.76). These
values of !̄ are very close to the average spectral index derived
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Fig. 7. Radio spectral index (!1.43
4.89) map of NGC 4666 from the two

continuum images in Fig. 5. The resolution (HPBW ) is again 14"".
The grey scale ranges from –1.2 (white) to 0 (dark grey), see wedge.
Pixels with undefined values are blank.

for a large sample of 56 spiral galaxies by Gioia, Gregorini, &
Klein (1982), of !̄ = !0.74.

3.7. The spatial radio spectral index distribution

The two total power maps presented above can be used to study
spatial variations of the radio spectral index along the disk of
NGC 4666 and perpendicular to it. In Fig. 7 we show our map
of the spectral index !1.43

4.89. ! is given only for regions where the
1.43 (4.89) GHz emission is above 0.6 (0.3) mJy beam#1. Along
the major axis ! is surprisingly constant compared to NGC 891
and NGC 4631 and it is also lower than in these two galaxies
(see Hummel et al. 1991). The spectrum is flattest (–0.7) in
the central 1!, dropping slightly with increasing galactocentric
distance to values close to –0.9. One feature sticks out clearly: a
local maximum of ! about 1.!6 south-west of the galaxy centre.
This is the location of the bright GEHR which will be discussed
in more detail in § 4.3. Elsewhere in the disk several other groups
of H ii regions are marginally discernible by their relatively
flat radio spectra. Perpendicular to the disk of NGC 4666 the
spectral index steepens slightly, to a minimum of about –1.0.
The spectral steepening away from the disk plane is consistent
with the different scale heights measured at 1.43 GHz and 4.89
GHz (above).

The extent, polarization, RM, and 
spectral index suggests that the B-
field has been ejected … fields 
surprisingly well ordered 

Btot~7.1𝜇G or ~1/2 that of the disk

Optical and H-alpha emission

𝛼1.43 4.89

Polarization and map
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Fig. 10. Map of the distribution of rotation measures (RM ) across
NGC 4666 derived from the angles of the E-vectors shown in both
maps in Fig. 5. The grey scale ranges from –39 rad m!2 (white) to +39
rad m!2 (dark grey). Pixels with undefined values are black.

emission, the H!+N [ii] line radiation does not look filamen-
tary in this area, but diffuse. This corresponds most likely to the
so-called “extraplanar diffuse ionized gas” (eDIG) detected in
other galaxies, like e.g. NGC 891 (Dettmar 1990; Rand et al.
1990).

Another indication of disk-halo interactions outside the nu-
clear outflow cone is the general steepening of the radio spectral
index away from the disk plane of NGC 4666 in Fig. 7. Since the
spectral steepening is a sign of synchrotron and inverse Comp-
ton losses of the CRs (Berezinsky et al. 1990), outflows have to
be occurring in the outer parts of the disk, at large galactocen-
tric radii. The scale height of the radio halo in NGC 4666 is in
between those of NGC 4631 and NGC 891 (Tab. 2), most likely
due to different levels of SF in the disks of the three galaxies
(see DLG95). However, no soft X-ray emission was detected
outside the central outflow cone of NGC 4666. Although this
might be due to sensitivity effects, it does indicate that the sur-
face brightness of hot gas outside the superwind, if existent, has
to be considerably lower than inside it. This is consistent with a
lower SFR in the outer parts of the disk and consequently lower
energy input rates and lower mass flow rates into the halo from
the underlying disk (DLG95).

4.4. The orientation of the B-field in NGC 4666

In order to account for foreground Faraday rotation in the Galaxy
(which is to first order a constant offset), we use rotation mea-
sure (RM ) data of sources seen in projection close to NGC 4666.
Based on a list provided by P. Kronberg (priv. comm.; Table 3)

Table 3. Foreground rotation measure towards NGC 46661

PKS lII, bII RM (rad m!2) !"
2

Source ( ") (rad m!2) ( ")

1237-101 298.2, 52.4 12 10.1
1239-04 298.64, 58.02 –10 4.5
1250-10 303.6, 52.4 6.8 10.8
1253-055 305.1, 57.1 15 7.7
1254-102 305.2, 52.39 8 11.5

Notes to Table 3:
1 Kronberg (1995; priv. comm.)
2 projected distance from NGC 4666.

we calculate a mean foreground RM along the line of sight
to NGC 4666 of RMGal = 6.4 ± 4.6 rad m!2. This low fore-
ground RM leads to rotations of the observed E-vectors of
16."1(1."1) at 1.43 (4.89) GHz. The external rotation, although
almost negligible at 4.89 GHz, was taken into account when
deriving the true direction of the magnetic field in NGC 4666.
The low foreground RM is consistent with the high galactic
latitude of NGC 4666 (bII = 62."4).

In order to correct for the rotation of E-vectors of polarized
synchrotron emission in interstellar matter along the line of sight
to the observed object, one normally needs at least three observ-
ing frequencies. Observations at two frequencies are needed to
derive the relative orientation ofE-vectors within±180", while
with data at a third freqency one can eliminate the remaining
±n ! 180" ambiguity. In the case of NGC 4666, the distribu-
tion of measured RMs (see below) is “good-natured”, i.e. no
180" jumps are visible. Therefore, two observing frequencies
are sufficient to map the magnetic field configuration. Combin-
ing the observations of the polarization angles at the two dif-
ferent wavelengths allows us to calculate the rotation measure,

RM = ("2 " "1)/(#2
2 " #2

1) # 0.81
! L

0
ne(s)B#(s) ds, where

ne is the electron density of the gas in cm!3, B# the component
of the uniform magnetic field parallel to the line of sight in µG,
and the integration is along the line of sight of length L in pc.
Using the observed polarization angles at both frequencies, we
performed anRM analysis, utilizing the NOD2 package of MPI
für Radioastronomie Bonn (Haslam 1974).

The resulting RM map of NGC 4666 is shown in Fig. 10.
The RM values range from about "39 to +39 rad m!2 (the
ambiguity being 78 rad m!2), which leads to rotations of the
E-vectors (and the orthogonal B-vectors) of up to ±10" at 4.89
GHz. By applying the calculated corrections and rotating the
E-vectors by 90", we derive the true orientation of the B-field
vectors in NGC 4666. In Fig. 11 we display the 4.89 GHz radio
map, now with the true B-vectors, overlaid on the H! image in
Fig. 2. Three nearby stars, just outside the plotted field of view,
were used to align both images. The residual relative positional
uncertainty is of the order of ±2$$.

NGC 4666 exhibits a striking magnetic field geometry.
While in the disk plane (|z| < 15$$, or 2 kpc) the B-field vec-
tors are consistent with a plane-parallel field, practically all B-
vectors at high |z| (> 2 kpc; i.e. beyond the point where we are

RM = -39 to 39 rad m-2
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Fig. 11. Overlay of the magnetic field
vectors on top of the H!+N [ii] im-
age (Fig. 2), showing the spatial corre-
lation of optical emission line and (po-
larized) radio synchrotron emission from
the halo.

viewing the highly inclined disk in projection onto the minor
axis) point away from the disk plane. This indicates magnetic
field lines opening into the halo. Based on the assumption that,
similar to M 82 (e.g. Völk et al. 1989), the CRs forming the
radio halo originate in the disk of NGC 4666 we thus find mor-
phological evidence for ongoing outflows of CRs along these
open field lines: on the north-western side of the disk, where ob-
served polarization percentages of order 20–30% indicate that
the degree of uniformity of the B-field is highest, the contours
of total radio emission bend outwards exactly in those areas
where the strongest polarization (ordered B-field) is found. For
a nonthermal spectral index of!nth = !1.0, the highest possible
polarization degree is 75%. Our results are consistent with parti-
cles propagating faster out of the disk along the open field lines
than elsewhere (where they can only diffuse outwards at the
Alfvén speed; e.g. Berezinsky et al. 1990). The overall config-
uration of the magnetic field lines, especially on the north-west
side, where depolarization is lower than for radiation coming
from the south-east (back) side, is that of an outflow cone simi-
lar to that in M 82 (Reuter et al. 1994; McKeith et al. 1995). The
degree of symmetry is even higher in NGC 4666 than in M 82.

4.5. Detection of a polarized radio spur

One particularly interesting feature is the elongated area of po-
larized emission due west of the nuclear area, which is spatially
coincident with the most conspicuous H! line filament. This
“spur” is best seen in the overlay of the map of B-vectors on-
top of the H! frame (Fig. 11). Similar polarized spurs have up
to now been found in only two edge-on galaxies, NGC 4631
and M 82 (Golla & Hummel 1994; Reuter et al. 1994). The ra-
dio continuum spurs in M 82 can actually be traced back to the
compact SNe and SNRs in its disk. The spur in NGC 4666 is
most likely an outer wall of the central outflow cone.

The optical line ratios (see above), the distribution of soft
X-ray emission (Suchkov et al. 1994), and – independently –
the high degree of uniformity of the B-field and the strength of
both the polarized and the total radio emission indicate that the
material is compressed by shock waves propagating through the
outflowing medium. We note, however, that the enhanced level
of polarized emission on the ridges of the outflow cone can also
at least partly be explained by projection effects. If, as envisaged
by us above, the H! filaments trace the outer walls of a cone
filled with hot gas, then only a thin sheath of material on the
edges might be highly polarized. The line of sight through this



Evolution of the ICM  

AGN have enough power and likely B2/8𝜋 
Galaxies eject B-fields, metals, and energy 

Maybe in situ observations will help decide?



The “Spider web”
Ly-alpha + HST F814W

Miley et al. 2006; Kuiper et al. 2012; Carilli et al. 2002

33”

22”

Best studied radio galaxy embedded in a photo-cluster at z=2.16 … radio galaxy 
massive, M*~few 1011 M⦿, giant Ly-alpha halo … x-ray emission … 
Galaxies whizzing around … 
Jets are powerful … ~1061 erg into the galaxy and CGM & ~binding energy of a 
massive halo

J-band+Dynamics



The “Spider web”star formation in its halo

Hatch et al. 2008; 2011

g475+I814+J110+H160 g475 with galaxies removed to emphasize diffuse light

Hatch et al. (2006) estimate SFR~140 M⦿ yr-1 in the extended diffuse 
light. Ruled out faint cluster galaxies, neb cont., scattered QSO light, 
etc.



Star-formation and CO(1-0) in the Spiderweb halo

Emonts, MDL et al. 2016, Science

We found the molecular 
gas, MH2=1011 M⦿, from 
CO(1-0) supporting the 
extended SF on ~100 
kpc scale 

2/3 emission extended 

VLA data rule out fainter 
galaxies and the image 
has no negative “noise” 
over the MRC 1138-242

About 30% of the ICM is in molecular gas!



Star-formation and dense gas in the Spiderweb halo

Excitation is similar to galaxies 
[CI] abundance similar to MW, it’s metal-enriched 
If tidal debris, it has dissipated a lot of energy

MH2
= 1.0 ± 0.4 × 1011(αCO/4) M⊙

XCI /XH2
∼ 1.5 ± 0.6 × 10−5(αCO/4)

M[CI] ∼ 8.9 ± 1.4 × 106 M⊙

Emonts, MDL, et al. 2018, MNRAS



Ram pressure stripping

 Hot ICM gas provides pressure as the galaxy moves through the cluster …

Combined Chandra (blue) & HST; Ming Sun, Serge Meunier 

Pram = ρhotv2
galaxy (Gunn & Gott 1972)



Large molecular disks at high redshift, HAE229

Dannerbauer, Lehnert, Emonts, et al. 2017

Massive disk in the MRC1138-242 
proto-cluster with Mmol=2.0±0.2 x 1011 
M⦿ and fmol=Mmol/(Mmol+M★)≈30%. 
M★≈3-5 x 1011 M⦿, and we are 
discovering more

H. Dannerbauer et al.: Large, massive molecular disk at z ⇠ 2

Table 1. Positions of HAE229.

ID Instrument RA Dec O↵set Reference
(J2000.0) (J2000.0) �CO � Other

CO counterpart ATCA 11:40:46.05 ± 0.05 �26:29:11.2 ± 0.6 – this paper
HAE#229 VLT-ISAAC 11:40:46.1 �26:29:11.5 0.7 Kurk et al. (2004a)
HAE#902 Subaru-MOIRCS 11:40:46.065 �26:29:11.33 0.2 Koyama et al. (2013)

Notes. Units of right ascension are hours, minutes, and seconds, and units of declination are degrees, arcminutes, and arcseconds.
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Fig. 4. Overview of the CO(1–0) full-resolution ATCA data. Top left: total intensity image of the CO(1–0) emission across the velocity ranges
�200 < v < 0 km s�1 (blue contours) and 0 < v < +200 km s�1 (red contours). Contour levels are 3, 4, 5, 6�, and � = 0.015 Jy beam�1 km s�1.
Following Papadopoulos et al. (2008), the relative accuracy in the position of the CO peak emission is <⇠0.400. The dashed circle indicates the
half-power size of the synthesized beam. Top right: position-velocity plot of the CO(1–0) emission along the line indicated in the top-left plot
(along the northwestern-southeastern direction). Contours level shown are �4, �3, �2 (gray), 2, 3, 4, 5 (black) �. Bottom: CO(1–0) spectra of the
peak emission in the blue- and red-shifted velocity components as indicated in the plot at the top left. The spectra are not mutually independent
due to the relatively large beam and due to having velocities that over-lap.

SED of HAE229. Just like another protocluster galaxy, DRG55
(Chapman et al. 2015), HAE229 is significantly fainter at rest-
frame wavelengths <⇠1 µm, demonstrating that it is extremely red
and is highly dust-enshrouded. We note that redshifted, z = 2.2
[CII]158 µm emission contributes to the SPIRE 500 µm flux (see

also Smail et al. 2011, for a more detailed discussion of this ef-
fect). The uncertainty in the SCUBA submm flux measurements
of this source is evident in the o↵set of the di↵erent templates
relative to these measurements (Stevens et al. 2003). The SED
of HAE229 appears to be typical of the general population of
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Phase and bandpass calibration were performed by observing
the strong calibrator PKS 1124�186 every 5�12 min. The fre-
quency of the observations depended on the weather conditions.
However, given the 8.2� distance of PKS 1124–186 from our tar-
get, we used the weaker but closer (2.8�) calibrator PKS 1143–
287 for phase calibration in the more extended 750A/D and
1.5A array configurations. The bandpass calibration scans of
PKS 1124–186 were taken approximately every hour. An abso-
lute flux scale was determined using observations of Mars for
array configurations, H75 and H168, the ultra-compact H II re-
gion G309 for H214, and PKS 1934–638 for array configura-
tions, 750A/D and 1.5A (Emonts et al. 2011)1. The strong ra-
dio continuum of MRC 1138�262 allowed us to verify that the
flux scaling between all observations stayed within the typical
30% accuracy for flux calibration at the ATCA. These data were
reduced in MIRIAD (Sault et al. 1995) and analysed with the
KARMA software (Gooch 1996), following the strategy de-
scribed in Emonts et al. (2013). The continuum-subtracted line-
data products that we present in this paper were weighted using a
robustness parameter of +1 (Briggs 1995), binned into 34 km s�1

channels and subsequently Hanning-smoothed to an e↵ective
velocity resolution of 68 km s�1 (equivalent to two 34 km s�1

binned channels). This procedure results in a root-mean-square
noise of 0.12 mJy beam�1 per channel in the region of HAE229,
after correcting for the primary beam response. At the half-
power point, the synthesized beam is 400.7 ⇥ 300.1 (PA = �6�).
Velocities in this paper are defined in the optical barycentric ref-
erence frame with respect to z = 2.1478.

3.2. HAWK-I

We mapped the field around the radio galaxy, MRC 1138�262,
with the near-infrared wide-field imager High Acuity Wide field
K-band Imager (HAWK-I) at the ESO Very Large Telescope
(VLT). The observations were taken in the Y-, H-, and Ks-bands
during February and March 2012, April, May, and July 2013,
and January and February 2015 in service mode. The seeing
was 000.4�000.6 during these observations. The dithered HAWK-I
data were reduced using the ESO/MVM data reduction pipeline
(Vandame 2004), following the standard reduction steps for
near-infrared imaging data.

4. Results

HAE229 has been observed with the Advanced Camera for
Surveys (ACS) on Hubble Space Telescope (HST) through the
F475W and F814W filters (Miley et al. 2006) and with the
Near Infrared Camera and Multi-Object Spectrometer (NIC-
MOS) on HST through the J110 and H160 filters (Zirm et al.
2008). In all of these images, we only detect HAE229 in the
ACS F814W band (rest-frame ⇠2560 Å)2. There are several
regions of higher surface brightness rest-frame UV emission
seen in the HST image (labeled a, b, c, d; Fig. 1) embedded in
more di↵use, lower surface brightness emission. Two of them,
a and b, are “clumps” of UV emission (meaning marginally ex-
tended, point-like sources), while c and d have fainter clumps

1 The reason for altering the flux calibrators is that the reliability of
the absolute flux scale of PKS 1934–638 was still questionable during
the epoch 2011–2013. Mars was not always visible and G309 (with flux
bootstrapped from Uranus; Emonts et al. 2011) is fully resolved in the
longer-baseline 750A/D and 1.5A array configurations.
2 We note that Koyama et al. (2013) discuss the HST F814W imaging
of 54 HAEs, one of which is HAE229.

Fig. 1. The 300 ⇥ 300 HST F814W image of the clumpy galaxy, HAE229.
The size of HAE229 is 100.2 ⇥ 000.6 (10 ⇥ 5 kpc). Regions a and b are
clumpy and knot-like whereas areas c and d have more di↵use rest-
frame UV emission morphology.

superposed on di↵use continuum emission. The size of this
clumpy galaxy – with marginally resolved sources evident in
the HST/ACS light distribution system – is 100.2 ⇥ 000.6 (10 ⇥
5 kpc). Despite its clumpy structure, estimating the “Gini” co-
e�cient (e.g., Abraham et al. 2003) of the HST F814W image
of HAE229 suggests that its light is dominated by a uniform,
lower surface brightness di↵use component (see Koyama et al.
2013, for details). We detect this source in Subaru MOIRCS
and VLT HAWK-I near-infrared imagery but not in shallower
HST near-infrared (NIR) images. At near-infrared wavelengths,
HAE229 becomes much more regular in appearance (Fig. 2).
We do not see an o↵set of centers between the rest-frame UV
(⇠2560 Å) and rest-frame optical regions (⇠3063�7300 Å) of
HAE229. The comparable images of normal SFGs (star-forming
galaxies) shows that they often consist of clumps within di↵use
continuum emission similar to what we observe for HAE229
(see the image montages in, e.g., Tacconi et al. 2013). In addi-
tion, the highest surface brightness region in the near-infrared,
presumably the center of mass of the stellar component, is very
red and is responsible for giving HAE229 its overall red color.
Again, this is found among many distant disk galaxies, espe-
cially ones that are similarly massive (e.g., Pannella et al. 2009)

The CO(1�0) transition is now robustly detected in our new
data for HAE229, with a total significance of ⇠7� (Fig. 3). We
measure a peak flux, S v = 0.57 ± 0.06 mJy beam�1, at the
position: RA2000.0 = 11:40:46.05 and Dec2000.0 = �26:29:11.2s
(Table 1). The full-width at half maximum (FWHM) of the
line is 359 ± 34 km s�1 and we obtain an integrated flux,
ICO(1�0) = 0.22 ± 0.03 Jy km s�1. The CO line redshift zCO(1�0) =
2.1478 ± 0.0002 agrees with the redshift estimate obtained us-
ing H↵ (Kurk et al. 2004b; Doherty et al. 2010). Both the mea-
sured redshift and line FWHM are consistent with the results
of Emonts et al. (2013) for their tentative detection. However,
the flux density increased by 80%. We derive L0CO(1�0) = 5.0 ±
0.07 ⇥ 1010 K km s�1 pc2 from the current data set. We stress
that the uncertainties in the flux and luminosity estimates are
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HST F814W of HAE229 Deep observations with ATCA

Why doesn’t ram pressure stripping remove this gas? Is the ICM mostly 
warm and cold, not hot?                                                 Pram = Σphases ffphase,v ρphasev2

gal



Some final thoughts ... no real conclusions 

LOFAR, with its capability of detecting low surface brightness emission is 
the perfect facility to attempt this experiment

The ICM requires about 1 keV or more per baryon to have its 
observed entropy. Both AGN and SB provide the necessary 
entropy 

Already RM against distant radio lobes suggest an ionized 
magnetized medium but can we detect the radio sources and 
diffuse radio emission from proto-clusters? 

Can we detect the first extended radio emission at low 
frequencies … 

νrest−frame = νobs × (1 + z)


